
Writing at St Peterʼs

Intention - linked to ʻmind, body and spiritʼ
1. Writing is part of the St Peterʼs  explicit ʻmindʼ curriculum as it engages children in

acquiring and applying new skills, such as punctuation, spelling and vocabulary.
2. In addition, the physical skills required for the subject also enhance the development of their

bodies as they refine their fine motor skills.
3. Finally, the development of writing for another, considering the effect upon them, selecting the

vocabulary that will best convey a concept or feeling, relies on empathy and feeds into the
development of their spirit.

We believe that Literacy is fundamental, not only
to our personal and social development,  but also
to our ability to understand, evaluate, plan and
reason. Our vision is for all children to become
writers.

Aims
❏ Children to learn the mechanics of writing to reach ARE or better:

❏ Handwriting
❏ Spelling
❏ Grammar
❏ Composition
❏ Vocabulary
❏ Punctuation

❏ Nurture a culture where children write for a purpose and take pride in their writing.
❏ For children to write clearly and accurately, adapting their style and language for the audience.
❏ For children to follow a progression of skills across their time at our school.

At St Peterʼs, we believe that children should be given every
possibility to develop their writing (which goes hand in hand with
reading and verbal communication). They will be able to transfer
knowledge, ideas and skills between subject areas.  This will develop
their skill set, to enable them to flourish in future and to express
themselves. Literacy for Life.



Implementation (incl Writing in the Recovery Period)
To foster our vision at St Peterʼs, we:

➢ Provide exciting, real purposes for writing;
➢ Explicitly teach writing in separate lessons;
➢ Ensure progression of skills across the year;
➢ Apply skills to other curriculum areas, such as RE;
➢ Allow children to make choices when writing (GD);
➢ Respond to the childrenʼs work to offers ways to improve;
➢ Foster an environment of self-awareness and peer support (editing);
➢ Work as pairs or in groups, striving to find the best word, the best

phrase, the best piece of punctuation - to have the effect we want...

● We reduce the barriers to writing, be they transcribing, spelling, or planning ideas (to name a few).
● Children are buoyed at the idea of writing.
● Lessons are planned with all learners in mind.
● Children are conferenced so that the learning has them at the forefront.
● With fewer barriers, their potential is evident in many curriculum areas.
● They are more able to express their feelings and understand othersʼ feelings.
● We assess thoroughly, so that the children may learn.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11BqaHrUO3M4vlyGlcztNyhrsHAUmuzkAF41S-zsBPHk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kZ-U7XbkeaXT6fWuxt_CZLqtH41cX4-sNN4VbHdydOw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xtbnT319mU96W2uqVjC4zdk_f_oxaipad39lf7U9omg/edit

